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27Recent rapid advances in next generation sequencing technologies have expanded our understanding of
28steroid hormone signaling to a genome-wide level. In this review, we discuss the use of a novel genomic
29approach, global nuclear run-on coupled with massively parallel sequencing (GRO-seq), to explore new
30facets of the steroid hormone-regulated transcriptome, especially estrogen responses in breast cancer
31cells. GRO-seq is a high throughput sequencing method adapted from conventional nuclear run-on meth-
32odologies, which is used to obtain a map of the position and orientation of all transcriptionally engaged
33RNA polymerases across the genome with extremely high spatial resolution. GRO-seq, which is an excel-
34lent tool for examining transcriptional responses to extracellular stimuli, has been used to comprehen-
35sively assay the effects of estrogen signaling on the transcriptome of ERa-positive MCF-7 human
36breast cancer cells. These studies have revealed new details about estrogen-dependent transcriptional
37regulation, including effects on transcription by all three RNA polymerases, complex transcriptional
38dynamics in response to estrogen signaling, and identification novel, unannotated non-coding RNAs. Col-
39lectively, these studies have been useful in discerning the molecular logic of the estrogen-regulated mito-
40genic response.
41� 2013 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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45 1. Introduction

46 1.1. Estrogen signaling and estrogen receptors

47 Estrogens are a class of endogenous hormones that play critical
48 roles in diverse aspects of human physiology in females and males,
49 including sexual development, reproduction, cardiovascular and
50 neuronal activity, as well as liver, fat, and bone metabolism.
51 Dysregulation of estrogen signaling can lead to a variety of human
52 diseases, such as breast and uterine cancers, osteoporosis, cardio-
53 vascular and neurodegenerative diseases, and insulin resistance
54 (Deroo and Korach, 2006; Cadenas and Bolt, 2012). The actions of

55estrogens are mediated through estrogen receptor proteins (ERa
56and ERb), which are members of the nuclear receptor superfamily.
57They function as ligand-regulated nuclear transcription factors, but
58also as key components of cytoplasmic membrane-initiated signal-
59ing cascades (Bjornstrom and Sjoberg, 2005; Levin, 2009; Welbo-
60ren et al., 2009). The two ER isoforms are encoded from two
61separate genes in two different chromosomal locations. They share
62about 96% homology between their DNA binding domains (DBDs),
63but only 56% homology between their ligand binding domains
64(LBDs) and 28% homology between their amino-terminal activa-
65tion functions 1 (AF-1s) (Warner et al., 1999). ERa and ERb can
66homo- or hetero-dimerize (Bai and Gust, 2009; Cheung et al.,
672003), indicating that the two isoforms can act together or sepa-
68rately. The two ER isoforms share overlapping functions due, in
69part, to the significant homology of their DNA binding domains.
70However, ERa and ERb have different expression patterns in tis-
71sues, distinguishable differences in structure, and distinct biologi-
72cal functions (Harrington et al., 2003; Katzenellenbogen and
73Katzenellenbogen, 2000; Pearce and Jordan, 2004; Pfaffl et al.,
742001). The signaling and transcriptional effects of ERs underlie
75the aforementioned physiological and pathological effects of the
76estrogen signaling pathways.
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77 1.2. Estrogen signaling and breast cancer

78 Estrogen and ERs have been shown to play a mitogenic role in
79 breast, uterine, and ovarian cancers (Deroo and Korach, 2006;
80 Pearce and Jordan, 2004). The etiology of these hormone-respon-
81 sive cancers has shown that estrogen stimulates the unregulated
82 cellular proliferation in these target tissues, which can interfere
83 with normal physiological processes and can drive tumor forma-
84 tion or progression (Pearce and Jordan, 2004; Platet et al., 2004;
85 Prall et al., 1998; Rochefort et al., 1998). Many of the effects of
86 estrogen signaling in breast cancers are driven by estrogen-depen-
87 dent changes in the breast cancer cell transcriptome. Most studies
88 have implicated ERa in these processes, but ERb may play a role as
89 well (Pearce and Jordan, 2004). Currently, ERa-positive breast can-
90 cers are treated with selective ER modulators (SERMs) (e.g., tamox-
91 ifen) and aromatase inhibitors (e.g., anastrozole) to block the
92 estrogen signaling pathways in cancer cells (Osborne and Schiff,
93 2005; Cazzaniga and Bonanni, 2012), which ultimately alters
94 ERa-mediate transcription programs and inhibits estrogen-depen-
95 dent proliferation. Given that these targeted therapies focus on
96 changing the availability of estrogen or the activity of ERa, it is
97 important to understand the set of target genes of the estrogen sig-
98 naling pathway and how they are regulated in target cells, which
99 will provide insights for developing therapeutics with minimal

100 side effects.

101 1.3. Transcriptional regulation by estrogen receptors

102 Many studies over the past three decades have elucidated the
103 molecular mechanisms by which estrogen signaling and nuclear
104 ERs regulate transcription and affect gene expression outcomes.
105 Estrogens, such as the predominant naturally occurring endoge-
106 nous estrogen 17b-estradiol (E2), are lipophilic and can diffuse
107 freely into cells, where they initiate cytoplasmic and genomic sig-
108 naling events that ultimately promote global changes in gene
109 expression in the nucleus (Deroo and Korach, 2006; Cheung and
110 Kraus, 2010; Hall et al., 2001; Hammes and Levin, 2007; Hammes
111 and Levin, 2011). Cytoplasmic estrogen signaling is mediated by a
112 small pool of cytoplasmic membrane-associated ERs, which stimu-
113 late kinase-mediated signaling pathways that lead to changes in
114 the localization and activity of nuclear transcription factors (Ham-
115 mes and Levin, 2007; Hammes and Levin, 2011). Nuclear estrogen
116 signaling is mediated by nuclear ERs, which function as ligand-reg-
117 ulated transcription factors (Deroo and Korach, 2006; Hall et al.,
118 2001). In the classical or ‘‘direct’’ nuclear pathway, E2 induces
119 the dimerization of ER, which then binds directly to genomic
120 DNA containing estrogen responsive elements (EREs) consisting
121 of two AGGTCA half sites arranged palindromically around a
122 three-basepair spacer (Berry et al., 1989; Kumar and Chambon,
123 1988) (Fig. 1, top left). In the non-classical or ‘‘indirect’’ nuclear
124 pathway, ERs bind indirectly to genomic DNA through regulatory
125 elements by ‘‘tethering’’ through other transcription factors, such
126 as AP-1, Sp1, and NF-jB (Heldring et al., 2011; Kushner et al.,
127 2000; Stender et al., 2010) (Fig. 1, bottom left). In either case, the
128 binding of ER at enhancers promotes the recruitment of coregula-
129 tors (e.g., histone modifying and remodeling enzymes, chromatin
130 looping factors) that mediate posttranslational modifications of
131 histones or other transcription factors, as well as chromatin
132 remodeling and looping events (Kininis and Kraus, 2008) (Fig. 1).
133 Liganded ERs and coregulators connect estrogen signaling to pro-
134 moter-engaged RNA polymerase II (Pol II) and the basal transcrip-
135 tional machinery through looping mechanisms that induce the
136 changes in occupancy or activity of Pol II (Carroll et al., 2005;
137 Hsu et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2011) (Fig. 1). This ulti-
138 mately leads to profound changes in the transcriptome of cells.

139How ERs bind to their cognate binding sites upon estrogen
140treatment and how the DNA sequences at those binding sites affect
141ER binding on a genomic scale have been studied extensively (Wel-
142boren et al., 2009; Cheung and Kraus, 2010; Kininis and Kraus,
1432008; Carroll et al., 2006; Fullwood et al., 2009; Welboren et al.,
1442009). However, in order to understand how ERs regulate tran-
145scription, it is essential to understand the underlying mechanisms
146of how Pol II is regulated at estrogen target promoters. In a widely
147accepted view of estrogen-mediated transcriptional regulation, ERs
148and coactivators are recruited to target genes upon estrogen stim-
149ulation, which in turn modulates the recruitment of the Pol II
150machinery to their promoters (Bjornstrom and Sjoberg, 2005; Hall
151et al., 2001; Kininis and Kraus, 2008; Carroll and Brown, 2006). Un-
152der this view of estrogen-dependent transcriptional regulation, the
153recruitment of the Pol II pre-initiation complex is a rate-limiting
154step. Interestingly, recent gene specific- and genome-wide studies
155in flies and mammals have shown an alternative view of gene tran-
156scription by Pol II, where Pol II is widely distributed at the promot-
157ers of target genes prior to stimulation (Adelman and Lis, 2012),
158perhaps as a means of synchronizing transcriptional responses
159(Boettiger and Levine, 2009). Estrogen signaling through nuclear
160and membrane-initiated estrogen signaling may act at both levels,
161facilitating Pol II loading, as well as release of Pol II from pause
162sites (Welboren et al., 2009; Aiyar et al., 2004; Danko et al.,
1632013; Kininis et al., 2009). In spite of recent progress characterizing
164some of the mechanisms of estrogen-regulated transcription, many
165key questions remain to be answered about which transcripts com-
166prise the set of primary or direct estrogen-regulated target genes
167and which specific molecular mechanisms control the expression
168of these genes.

1691.4. Genomic studies of estrogen signaling and gene regulation:
170Approaches used to define primary estrogen target genes

171Primary response genes, in the classical sense, are those that are
172regulated as an immediate response to cellular signaling pathways,
173without the need for protein synthesis or other secondary regula-
174tory events (Herschman, 1991; Winkles, 1998). More recently, the
175concept of ‘‘direct’’ target genes has emerged, which typically re-
176fers to target genes whose promoters come into physical contact
177with, and are regulated by, a transcription factor bound at a prox-
178imal or distal enhancer (Carroll et al., 2005, 2006; Fullwood et al.,
1792009; Welboren et al., 2009). Primary/immediate response genes
180and direct target genes are two sides of the same coin. Although
181they are often incorrectly used synonymously, they focus on dis-
182tinct aspects of the gene regulatory process. For the former, regu-
183latory effects on Pol II are key; for the latter, binding and
184enhancer-promoter looping events are key. In the section below,
185we describe some of the approaches that have been used to iden-
186tify primary/immediate response genes and direct target genes.

1871.4.1. Expression microarrays and RNA-seq
188Numerous gene expression microarray studies have been used
189to identify and define estrogen-regulated target genes in breast
190cancer cells, including MCF-7 cells, a widely used human breast
191adenocarcinoma cell line (Cheung and Kraus, 2010; Kininis and
192Kraus, 2008). These studies have been useful in characterizing
193the global effects of estrogen signaling and defining key concepts
194in estrogen-mediated gene regulation. However, the results from
195analyses using the same cell lines have shown variable results from
196experiment to experiment due to a variety of factors, including cell
197growth and estrogen treatment conditions, as well as the array
198platforms used (Cheung and Kraus, 2010; Kininis and Kraus,
1992008; Carroll et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2004). Estimates of the number
200of target genes that are regulated upon estrogen stimulation based
201on expression microarrays varies from 100 to 1500 (Welboren
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